Patronim
Mobile and web app created for Tel-Aviv company
that ensures a high level of property cleanliness

Project Overview
Patronim is a mobile and web app created for a Tel-Aviv based
company to ensure a high level of property cleanliness for
managers working on the Airbnb platform and other private
property managers.
The company’s staff coordinate the work through the Patronim app,
while clients use it to order cleaning services and necessary
equipment such as bed sheets, towels, household amenities and
more.

Challenge
The client’s company had been managing the working process
using Excel spreadsheets. They asked us to create an application
that would perform the managerial functions and coordinate
employees within the company.
Another requirement was to integrate a payment system. The
client wanted to implement a ﬂexible pricing policy depending
on speciﬁc criteria, as well as have the ability to offer refunds in
case of cancellation.
The core challenges were as following:
To develop an application concept, which includes app
format and inherent capabilities for every role;
To integrate a payment system with changeable pricing
policy.

Business
Consulting
Evaluating the features of the client's business, analysing the
problems and determining their causes, as well as considering
all the project requirements, we proposed the design of a
mobile app.
The mobile application is easily portable and gives more
opportunities for custom design and functionality. In-app push
notiﬁcations ensure users don’t miss task changes or
cancellations.

Concept
Having studied the service provision process from the time of
ordering to the delivery of work to the client, we created user
stories for every role. This allowed us to determine the necessary
set of features suitable for each role; we were then able to fulﬁl the
possible scripts of their interaction and adjust accordingly.
Thus, we created the application concept, which included all the
important features for client managerial processes.
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Task-setting
For setting a task, it is necessary to register in the app as a
Property Manager or Private Property User. These roles were
created for company clients who provide apartments for rent
and require cleaning services.
Such features allow property managers to quickly schedule the
job for patrons and dispatchers, specifying certain times and
places, as well as constantly monitor the work in process:
To schedule the next job and to monitor its progress;
To see the past, in progress and upcoming works;
To add/remove extra items (house amenities);
To pay services online;
To edit/cancel the job;
To chat with the Administrator;

Flexible payment policy
For attracting clients we decided to integrate a ﬂexible pricing
policy. Service prices can be calculated automatically or
changed through the Administrator panel. Auto calculation
usually depends on the following criteria:

Your credit card information is encrypted
Card number

holidays;
seasonality;
demand over the past period;
delays in task performance;
jobs cancellation.

Date

CVV code

Enter your email to receive a check

In order to make the payment methods more convenient for
customers, we proposed two variants: PayPal and invoice
settlement.

Pay now

Cleaning
During cleaning, the Patron marks as works are completed, so
that the clients are able to follow the progress of the job. The
division into simple tasks has a positive effect on service
quality. Patrons can also:
See the list of past and upcoming jobs;
Contact an Administrator in case of any issues with the
properties;
Mark missing items;
Communicate with other users;
Monitor their own progress.

Quality
Controlling
As soon as the Patron marks the work as completed, the Quality
Controller receives the task with the location of the property and
estimates the quality of the Patron’s work. It allows Patronim to
provide the same qualitative service for every client. Here is a list
of other features:
To see the Patron’s work in progress;
To accept/edit the information about missing items;
To interact with other roles;
To monitor their own progress.

Delivering
Amenities
A Dispatcher is a person within the company who accomplishes
the works related to the delivering amenities to the properties. He/
she receives the property locations and plan the route via Google
Maps. Such an approach has a positive impact on the level of
customer satisfaction and speeds up service delivery.
The list of other app’s opportunities for the Dispatcher :
To mark successfully delivered package as done;
To see information about properties;
To communicate with other Dispatchers or an Administrator;
To monitor the progressing;
To receive a route to a job location.

Administration
An Administrator is a Patronim representative who manages
and checks the Patron’s work, monitoring their performance
statistics. It allows to immediately respond to difﬁculties, as
well as organise continuous working processes.
The Administrator panel includes the following features:
Supervise the customer database;
User Management
Control user registration;
Performance tracking;
Manage future work;
Coordinate prices for a certain period;
Interact with Patronim’s users;
View employee feedback.

Scope of work
2 Mobile Developers

1460

2 QA

1 Part-time Web Developer

hours of
development

1 Project Manager

1 Frontend Developer

1 UI/UX Designer

The Result
Nowadays, the Patronim app is used actively on a daily basis.
Every day, more and more company clients turn to this software
to order cleaning services. 69% of clients have noted that the
collaboration process was facilitated due to the app.
Additionally, we managed to create a scalable cleaning
application, so anyone will be able to become a Property
Manager, or join the client’s team as a Patron. In such a way, the
Patronim company wants to extend the ﬁeld of interaction
between customers and users, so it will help to turn Patronim
into the Uber of the cleaning ﬁeld.

Review
Ilan Cohen

CEO, Patronim

We are happy with the app we got. Anuitex team are very proactive and provide
recommendations before we even ask them. Some other companies we worked with
waited for our instructions instead of making suggestions. Anuitex went above and
beyond to meet all our needs, while their expertise and ability to effectively manage
the project remotely made them a reliable partner.
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